
Woodhouse Community Association, a resident of Headlingley, and the South 
Headingley Community Association, noting the following concerns: 

   
- The development is an over over-intensive use of the site by virtue of the 

building’s height and the fact it occupies all of a very tiny site going right up to the 
pavement’s edge.   

- The development does not reflect the topography of the land i.e. the height of the 
building does not respect the principle of “stepping down the hill”   

- Pedestrian access via Park Lane would encourage taxis to use the Park Lane 
entrance as a pick up point, which would disturb the residents of Kendal Rise and 
Kendal Walk 

- Taxis picking up and dropping off at the Park Lane entrance would block Park 
Lane to other road users.  

- Vehicular access to the building on Park Lane is immediately adjacent to the blind 
corner which forms the junction of Park Lane with Belle Vue Road and so would 
be extremely dangerous.  

- Because of its height, prominence, proximity to and lack of sympathy for Belle Vue 
Road and the two storey terrace houses on Kendal Walk and Kendal Rise, the 
development would be detrimental to the visual amenity and character of the area.   

- The building is out of harmony with the adjacent residential area by being taller 
than the terrace houses, and by having a flat roof.   

- Noise from music would blare from some of these windows just as it does from the 
windows of the nearby Concept Place student block. This would disturb the 
residents of Kendal Walk and Kendal Rise.  

- The building would block sunlight to the terraced houses on Kendal Walk.  
- The proposed development would be too close to other tall buildings. This could 

create wind funneling problems 
- The Draft Site Allocation states that 46 Burley Street has the capacity for 48 flats.   
- The original building faced onto Park Lane, whereas the proposed building would 

face onto Burley Street. Whilst the entire block is utilitarian in appearance, no 
attempt has been made to make the Park Lane elevation a pleasing one for the 
residents of Kendal Walk to look out onto. Neither would the proposed building 
enhance Belle Vue Road.  

- Belle Vue Road acquired its name from the beautiful views it provides across the 
Aire Valley. These important views would be blocked by the proposed 
development. According to Neighbourhoods for Living, important views should be 
preserved.  

- The enlarged retail unit which forms part of the revised plans would attract 
vehicles which would park on Park Lane, Burley Street, Rutland Street and other 
nearby roads. These would create a nuisance for existing residents and road 
users.   

- Regarding the retail unit, it is not the responsibility of Leeds City Council’s planning 
department to take into account economic considerations when deciding planning 
applications. If an application fails to meet planning policy, as this once so clearly 
does, it should be refused. 

- Demographic imbalance of students to full time residents will deter families from 
the area – not a balanced community  

- Late night noise disruption caused by students as the desire lines between 
university campus, clubs, bars and shops are far reaching. They will inevitably 
take students through quiet residential areas, giving greater potential for noise 
nuisance and anti-social behaviour   

- Increased litter 
- No managed green space 
- No trees 
- The scheme would reduce natural habitat, greenery and air 4


